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Poly Labs Workforce Doubles Since Launch  
 
Polymer Laboratories and Solutions LLC (Poly Labs) today announced its Lewiston, Maine, USA 
based workforce has doubled since the official launch of Poly Labs in November 2020. 
 
The team at Poly Labs continues to grow week by week, with experts in polyurethane 
engineering and polymer manufacturing joining our rapidly growing team. Poly Labs anticipates 
the surge in personnel and overall production to continue to soar throughout 2021-2022.  
 
      

 
 

 
Coinciding with the workforce announcement is the appointment of Sarah Morrison as Chief 
Executive Officer of Poly Labs. Sarah brings 15 years of operations and management 
experience to Poly Labs, where she previously held the role of Chief Operations Officer.  
 
Poly Labs expansion of its Lewiston based workforce helps solidify the resurgence of 
manufacturing jobs in the Maine. Lewiston is the second largest city in Maine, and the most 
central city in Androscoggin County. Located 45 minutes north of Portland, the Lewiston 
metropolitan area is displaying upward trending growth signs in the industrial sector.  
 
Through an expanded workforce, the Poly Labs team increases production capacity, offers a 
wider base of polyurethane products, and enhances plant capabilities with skilled personnel.  
 
Poly Labs is deeply committed to bolstering Maine’s workforce, while remaining devoted to 
customer success, product performance, advanced research, and continuous improvement.  
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Poly Labs: Jobs for Maine’s Future 
 
Still, with the speedy increase in workforce since its inception, Poly Labs is continuing to hire! 
Poly Labs is a rapidly growing organization committed to supporting economic growth in Maine.  
 
We are looking for self-motivated, creative candidates who thrive in fast-paced, team-driven 
environments, where every day brings new projects, exciting challenges, and collaborative 
solutions. Our team is filled with individuals who love working with complex materials, 
enthusiastic customers, and thrive in R&D manufacturing environments.  
 
Poly Labs offers both state-of-the-art robotic production and lab equipment, along with older 
legacy processing lines and machines. We are driven by teamwork, culture and a strong 
commitment to our customers and support throughout the lifespan of our products.  
 
 

 
 
 
About Poly Labs 
 
Polymer Laboratories and Solutions LLC dba Poly Labs is a 100% US based leader in the design 
manufacture of highly engineered molded, self-skinning and small pour polyurethane (PU), 
TPU, TPE and TPR components. Our products reach customers in various markets, including 
defense, medical, footwear and impact protection applications. Poly Labs launched in 
November 2020, resultant of the acquisition of the 88,000 square foot facility (formerly of 
Jones & Vining) located at 765 Webster Street in Lewiston, Maine, USA.  
 
 

To learn more about careers, job openings and news at Poly Labs, please visit our website. 
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